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10 DIY Library Kit Buy now $16, Anthropologie Whenever someone in your circle is looking for a new reading, do you go to? Use these handy labels to turn your book collection into your personal library... So you can get your favorite hardcovers back! 2 of the 10 Iroh Metal Adjustable 23 Dining Lamp Buy now $79.99, AllModernThe perfect way to light up a
table, nightstand, or cozy reading nook. 3 out of 10 Bespoke Bookmark Buy now $125, Anya HindmarchIt's hard to forget where you left off with the bookmark of this bold. 4 out of 10 Lavendar Candle Buy now $26, ABC carpet and HomeWrapped in handmade, vintage-inspired recycled paper, this lavender candle smells amazing and tells a story. 5 out of 10
invisible bookshelves Buy now $16, urban OutfittersIf the bookshelves of your giftee are already crowded, skip gift them another hardcover and buy them an invisible shelf instead. 6 of the 10 Concrete Bookends Buy now $575, Kelly Behun StudioThe multicolored concrete bookends are a stylish accessory for any book lover collection. 7 out of 10 Classic
Matchbox Set To Buy Collection now $12, BookRiotNot only they are adorable, but each purchase also helps fund literacy programs and give book donations to communities in need. 8 out of 10 Wireless Bluetooth Light-Up Hidden Speaker Book Buy now $60, Urban OutfittersJust open the cover of the book to include this secret speaker set. 9 of 10 Clutch
Books Buy now $1,625, Olympia Le-TanOlympia Le-Tan's clutch purses are inspired by classic novel covers like Agatha Christie's Caribbean Mystery. 10 of Mary Poppin's 10 Books Set to Buy Now $135, Juniper Books This gorgeous vintage style book set by Mary Poppins is a fun, nostalgic addition to any bookcase. The following are 13 spiritual gifts that
exude good energy advertising - Continue reading below This content is created and supported by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on amazon's piano.io When you have a bookworm on your holiday shopping list, you can't go wrong
with picking up the next big read. From gorgeous coffee table books that do double duty, like decor, to children's books, will have toddlers asking for just another story, and of course some of the best books of 2019 for the reader, who is always on the last thing, these gift books will help you do as St. Nick without worrying about whether the present will fit
down the chimney. Some of these books will work great for those who are not great readers but have a particular particular You'd like to connect (think travelers who might need ideas for their next destination, kitchen masters always on the lookout for the next recipe, or that friend who always seems to know the latest celebrity gossip). Gift books are also
perfect for people who have everything. Even if they buy themselves the latest gadgets on release day, already have a closet full of perfect outfits, and turn their noses on fun tchotchkes, hardly anyone can feel ungrateful when faced with a good read. So light the basket and be ready to finish your holiday shopping. 1 of 30 Royal Feast Jasmine Guillory
amazon.com romance fans can get their festive swoon with this new classic moment from Jasmine Guillory. If you've read her last few romps, you already know Vivian Forest, who tags along with her daughter Maggie to the UK. While there, she meets (and falls in love!) the personal secretary of the queen, Malcom. Let's just say you'll wonder if someone has
turned up for warmth when you dig into this delicious sizzle feast. 2 of 30 Dutch House: Anne Patchett's novel amazon.com Anne Patchett is back with her first novel since the Commonwealth, exploring the bonds of the family and how a childhood home can hold such power over the siblings who lost it. It is a story of grief, intimacy, loyalty, and rejection that
will resonate with readers of any age. Get it for a longtime Patchett fan, or introduce new readers. 3 of the 30 Goodnight Bubbala Cheryl Amazon.com Take a journey down memory lane back to her childhood, with this delightful parody of the classic Goodnight Moon. Children will love colorful photos of a raucous Jewish family, and adults will giggle at scenes
they may well recognize from their own homes. The Yiddish dictionary in the back and the latke recipe from Ina Garten are there to help keep the tongue alive - and your bellies are happy. 4 out of 30 Girl: Edna O'Brien's novel amazon.com Light Holiday Reading, It's Not. But it's a lyrical journey through the important story of a girl kidnapped by Boko Haram. If
you were following a horrific tale when it was on the news, you'll already be familiar with the premise on which this fictional account is based. This one is sure to read for women all over the world, especially mothers of girls. 5 of 30 Atlas Obscura: A guide to the hidden wonders of the world Atlas Obscura amazon.com For this friend who has always gone to
unknown places, this is the ultimate guide to the hidden wonders of the world as beautifully as it is useful. Whether you use it as a guide to cities like Budapest and Cairo or transport yourself to distant lands while sitting on the couch, this hefty travelogue is a must for anyone with a hint of passion for travel. 6 of Barbie's 30 Forever: Her The story and legacy
of Robin amazon.com Give an adult Barbie fan this 60th anniversary edition of the coffee table it's chock full of memories. Learn all about the history of the iconic doll, how her style has evolved over the years, and how it has influenced many cultural areas around the world. It also includes interviews with collectors and of course many beautiful photos of
Barbie herself. 7 of 30 Grand Union: Stories of zadi Smith amazon.com This edgy and varied collection of short stories from zadi Smith ranges from hyper-realistic to frighteningly dystopian, traveling across the pond and back. He explores themes both political and timeless, versatile and tiniest specific in the collection, which will appeal to both Smith fans and
newcomers in her gripping prose. 8 of Ruth Ware's 30 Turn Keys amazon.com Agatha Christie addicts will also love Ruth Ware's similar style and spine-tingling whodunit novels. The latter, which takes place in a chic smart home, is a mystery that feels both fresh and timeless. Rowan is a nanny at Heatherbrae with the best of intentions, although she was
not entirely honest in her statement. One little lie doesn't mean she deserves to end up in prison by swearing her innocence. But if she didn't kill one of her wards, who did? 9 out of 30 women: National Geographic's National Geographic Geographic Image Collection amazon.com Who Rules the World? Girls. This book seals the deal, with stunning
photographs of National Geographic photographers and compelling interviews with Jane Goodall, Oprah Winfrey, Michelle Obama, Roxanne Gay, Melinda Gates, and just about any other powerful woman you can think of. 10 out of 30 hundred: What you learn in life amazon.com Perfect for parents of a new child, A hundred follows the road we all travel with
magnificent illustrations of every wonderful stage: from the first day of school, to the first love, and all the wisdom that comes with growth. This book will also make a wonderful gift for a graduation, wedding gift, or meaningful gift for those who hold a special place in your heart. 11 of the 30 City Girls: Elizabeth Gilbert's novel amazon.com Fans Eat, Pray, Love
Won't Sleep on Gilbert's Latest, which explores a beautiful love story set in the flashy theatrical world of the 1940s. The main character looks back on her life in show business with regret and nostalgia, and we learn about what it means when a woman embraces her sexual prowess and the consequences of living true to herself. You will laugh, you will cry and
you will love every page. 12 of 30 For little beings such as us: Rituals to find meaning in our unlikely world Sasha Sagan amazon.com This is a lyrical study of how we can find beauty in the natural world comes from Carl Sagan, so no wonder Sasha's reverence for space space through on every page. It's part memoir, part history, part reflection, and all a
wonderful gift for your favorite reader. 13 of 30 Eat Joy: Stories and Comfort Nutrition from 31 Famous Writers by Natalie Eva Garrett amazon.com Readers recognize many of the names that contributed to this anthology that it's all about food and the place it occupies in our lives. Read the stories of Mira Jacob, Alexander Chi, Carmen Maria Machado, and
others that we can't associate with food writing, but who have stories to tell nonetheless. And yes, there are recipes when they invariably make you hungry. 14 of the 30 Secret Garden, Little Princess, Little Lord Fauntleroy Frances Hodgson Burnett amazon.com Three Childhood Favorites in One: What's Not To Like? Give your budding bookworm three
books that you loved as a child in one collectible, illustrated edition. We guarantee that the whole family will read it in tatters. 15 of 30 Water Dancer: Roman Ta-Nehasi Coates amazon.com This new New York Times bestseller and Oprah Book Club pick comes all the buzz honestly. This follows a young Hiram Walker as he seeks to escape the bonds of
slavery by travelling on a dangerous road from the South to the idealistic North. Even in seemingly impossible circumstances, he never loses determined to save the family he left behind. If you're buying one book this year, it's a great choice. 16 out of 30 Burn It Down: Women Writing About Anger Lilly Dancyger amazon.com Women's Anger used to be
taboo, and in many places and circles it remains. But if you have a laid-off woman on your list (or a man who needs to hear about it), they will find communion in this purifying anthology of women writing about anger, how it drives us, how it consumes us, and how we can use it as fuel. 17 of Olive's 30, Again: Elizabeth Strout's novel amazon.com Olive
Kitteridge is back and she's as crooked and prickly as ever. Introduce a new fan to the residents of Crosby, Maine and watch them fall in love with a multitude of personalities in this one. If she's never read Strout before, this is a great opportunity to buy Olive Kitteridge and it's a sequel, for a book lover package deal. 18 of fifty Fifty Things That Don't Be My
Fault: Essays from the adult years of Katie Guisewite amazon.com Ack! Fans of the longtime comic Katie will love these memoirs from its creator. The essay is funny, poignant, and super relatable, especially for moms and those moving in (or out of) middle age. 19 of the 30 Institute: Stephen King's novel amazon.com This latest from The Master of The
Unknown is the perfect book for your favorite thriller fan. After the intruders kidnapped Luke Ellis, he wakes up at the Institute in a windowless copy of his room. There he meets children with telekinesis and telepathy, ruled by the sinister Mrs. Sigsby. She and her staff work to extract children's children and over time, Luke is more and more desperate to get
out and get help. The problem is, no one has ever run. 20 out of 30 Once again we saw the stars: Memoirs of Jason Green amazon.com After his toddler daughter dies in a freak accident, Green and his wife are devastated. But after the unimaginable tragedy, Green shares how he endured a crushing grief and found hope. Anyone who loves a memoir like
Wild Cheryl Strayed will also love this gorgeous and heartbreaking book. You can wrap it with a box of fabrics, too. 21 of 30 Red on the Bone: The Novel by Jacqueline Woodson amazon.com This compact novel explores the impact of race, community and class on family as the story of shuttles back and forth in time before the first blush of teenage
pregnancy and the life of a daughter that resulted. He looks at the sacrifices that families make for each other, as well as great forces such as gentrification and history, both personal and national. If a reader in the family hasn't found Woodson yet, this is a great place to start. 22 of 30 Dear Girls: Intimate Tales, Unspeakable Secrets and Tips for the Life of
Your Best Life by Ali Wong amazon.com Comedian Ali Wong bares it all in this memoir that part of the advice to his daughters, part tell all about your life as a comedian and parent. She shares war stories from working as a woman in the male industry, dating woes in New York, growing up in San Francisco, and even how to tell whether an Asian restaurant is
genuine. It's so funny out loud funny, some of the stories of poignancy can catch you by surprise. 23 of 30 Modern Love, Revised and Updated: True Stories of Love, Loss and Redemption by Daniel Jones amazon.com This anthology of the best essays from a New York Times column of the same name tells stories of all kinds of love that is sure to warm the
hearts of those who enjoy a good novel. This includes stories of a widower wondering when to introduce a new flame for their children, a bipolar lawyer dealing with highs and singles minimums, and even a promising first date that ends in hospital. 24 of the 30 Covenants: A Sequel to The Handmaid's Tale by Margaret Atwood amazon.com Fans of The
Handmaid's Tale don't want to miss this gutted sequel, set more than 15 years after the first book ended. This one delves into Gilead's inner workings as three women believe who they are, what they really believe, and how far they will go to protect him. 25 out of 30 Kindness and Miracle: Why does Mr. Rogers question now more than ever Gavin
amazon.com you won't be my neighbor? Give Mr Rogers a fan trip down memory lane with this look back at the kindly cardigan-wearing man at the centre of his favorite show. This book is a wonderful accompaniment to the upcoming documentary Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood, so take man to watch a movie movie pump for this touching read. 26 out of
30 I really needed it today: Words live Hoda Kotb amazon.com With the signature warmth of walks and humor, this book collects their favorite quotes and pairs them with reflections on their meaning for stocking stocking any fan today will love. He'll find a direct place on her nightstand, for a quick morning pickup or a sweet send-off for every day. 27 of the 30
Nickel Boys: The Novel by Colson Whitehead amazon.com This chilling tale of abuse in Florida's school reform for boys in the Jim Crow era of Florida will stick with its readers for days after they turn the last page. Based on true storytelling, it's great for fans of historical fiction, true crime, or those who are passionate about human rights. 28 of the 30 celestial
bodies of Jokha Alharthi amazon.com The first book written in Arabic to win the International Man Booker Prize and the first, written by a female Omani writer to get translated into English, this book breaks a lot of ground. But it's not just groundbreaking, it's excellent. It's a fascinating glimpse of a world that can feel far from our own, through characters that
aren't really different from us at all. 29 of 30 Elevator Moment: How Empowering Women Is Changing the World of Melinda Gates amazon.com Anyone who needs a dose of inspiration can't do much better than this new book by Melinda Gates. She writes about how she makes her own mark in a world beyond her husband's influence, as well as sharing
stories about how women work to avoid oppression and how important it is to support the least considered members of society. 30 out of 30 normal people: Sally Rooney's novel amazon.com This stunning new novel will resonate with young lovers, recently heartbroken, and those who remember what it is. He follows the sporty and outgoing Connell and the
shy and quiet Marianne who are drawn to each other despite their differences. As they both struggle with their own struggles, they must decide how far they will go to help others. Other. the ultimate gift book pdf free download
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